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TOLL ROADS 
 
There has been much debate about toll roads recently. Which is a pretty dull debate to 
have but there you go – I think if someone asked me my opinion of toll roads at a 
dinner party I think I would feign an aneurism. Of course I am familiar with the 
questions surrounding this topic - Aren’t we paying enough in road tax already for 
normal roads to work? Are they the answer to our traffic nightmare? Aren’t they are 
too French… They are really not something I get overly passionate about.   
 
Woe of woes I found myself unwillingly forced to rethink my view of the debate on a 
recent work trip to Wales.  
 
They make you pay to go into Wales. Which is a little rich in my point of view. And 
they charge you £5.40. Which is a lot to use a bridge, however impressive it may be. 
At least on the M6 Toll you feel you are getting your money’s worth - 20 minutes of 
clear fast road and a ticket to avoid looking at Birmingham. I can understand paying 
for that. But I find paying to enter Wales a little more galling. You just don’t want to 
pay for that. AND what’s worse is that from the bridge, if you look to your right, you 
can see another parallel bridge which is undoubtedly free and that all the locals know 
about but they omit to tell the reluctant visitor.  
 
They also decide not to tell you until about a mile before the ‘plaza’ (a misnomer if 
ever there was one) that you can’t pay by card. If you’ve just spent your last fiver on a 
Ginster’s you then find yourself bearing down on the paypoints at 80mph desperately 
scrabbling for coins in the tilth by your pedals, swearing like a sailor and cursing the 
Welsh. This is a scary moment and I won’t lie that it did cross my mind to do a Gavin 
and Stacey and run the barrier. I didn’t even want to go to Wales 
 
Fortunately I was travelling with a composed pregnant lady who calmly handed me 
the coins and we sedately joined the ‘basket’ queue, crisis averted. It was all quite dull 
after that.  
 
I will say one thing for tolls though and that is the drag-race style acceleration after 
the barrier goes up. This is probably how whippets feel. It’s like a brief moment of 
road anarchy. No lanes, no order, every racer for himself. This in its self is worth the 
fee (and the petrol used revving it up off the starting line).  
 
Verdict: don’t bother going to Wales 


